Rate estimation from prevalence information on a simple epidemiologic model for health interventions.
Health intervention control programs, such as vaccination, can be evaluated by comparing incidence rates of infection between unprotected and protected individuals in a population. The ratio of incidence rates is usually estimated by following up control and treated groups in order to collect information on person-time and cases in each group. This approach can be expensive and time consuming. An alternative approach is to use prevalence data to reconstitute incidence. Current-status are readily available or easily gathered and can be used to estimate incidence rates. Under certain assumptions of irreversibility for the outcome of interest, we discuss a simple transmission model appropriate to evaluate health interventions that confer long term protection. Rates and populations are parameter-free functions of age and calendar time. We develop general mathematical relationships that link incidence and intervention rates to prevalence which could be estimated from sampling without requiring knowledge of subpopulation demographics.